
Are You Using a Project Management System or Solution?

Minitab EngageTM

Improve project 
manager productivity

Collect more, 
higher quality 

ideas

Improve project 
execution, productivity & 

efficiency

Utilize an end-to-
end platform built 
on improvements 

• Less time to set up projects:  
Templatize the process of starting a new 
project with the most comprehensive 
set of pre-built forms, smart tools, and 
project roadmaps designed specifically 
for CI/OPEX professionals. 

• Less time managing emails:  Track 
the status of each project and receive 
notifications when certain stages are 
completed.

• Less time reviewing projects:  All work 
is documented and saved in one file.  
Managers can map out which steps to 
take, tools/forms to use, and data to 
collect, resulting in fewer surprises. 

• Less time aggregating data and 
generating reports: Automate collection 
of project data and dashboards that 
update in real-time. 

• Collect ideas for improvement 
across your entire 
organization. 

• Evaluate ideas based on 
alignment with strategy.

• Forecast project budget, 
duration, and expected value 
with increased accuracy using 
Monte Carlo simulation.  

• Optimize project selection to 
maximize expected return on 
investment.  

• Roadmaps to organize and guide 
projects: Determine which problem-
solving methods/tools drive successful 
project outcomes, and standardize across 
the entire team.

• Notifications and phase reviews: Keep 
projects from falling behind. 

• Integration of smart tools: Easily 
access, create, and edit process maps, 
flow charts, value stream maps on one 
application.  

• Collaborate on projects: All team 
members can access a project file, 
reducing time spent on handoffs, and 
minimizing risk of version duplications.

• Centralized data repository and search 
feature.  Learn from past work and share 
best practices. 

• Document and track projects 
from start to finish: Know 
what worked and what did 
not, replicate success, identify 
areas for improvement, and 
share best practices.

End-to-End Idea & Project Management Solution

Let our end-to-end idea and project management solution help you achieve success with your initiatives. 

Leaders and managers prioritize ideas and projects based on the impact they will have on their 
organization. They might use a homegrown system to manage their continuous improvement efforts, 
which often doesn’t provide a full view of the impact of their initiatives. Luckily, Minitab has the ultimate 
end-to-end idea and project management solution: Minitab Engage.  

Minitab Engage provides CI and OPEX programs with the ability to manage the entire lifecycle of a 
project on a single application. Engage empowers teams to create an automated process tailored to 
their needs, while aggregating vital details of existing projects, collecting, and vetting ideas for new 
ones, while improving productivity and efficiency. 


